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New Dad in Recovery
“Three kilograms of helpless joy broke down in one
moment a wall it took me a life time to build”
A couple of months ago I sat down to write an article for the NA
Today entitled New Dad in Recovery. I had never written for the
NA Today before and I think I suffered from trying to fit too much
in, trying to fit in everything I ever thought or felt on the subject of
how I felt as a new dad. I think I wrote 32 pages. I never finished
it, felt a bit embarrassed and obviously never submitted anything.
My son is now edging towards 6 months old and I sit down now to
try again, to condense what I wrote before and to share my experience and hope in this area of my life and recovery.
My son’s birth was planned, my wife and I have been married for
two years and together for five, we knew we were going to have
kids and waited, basically, until I felt ‘ready’ (my wife felt ‘ready’
a long time ago). As far as it is possible to be prepared for the
arrival of a child, we were (parents stop laughing now, we really
thought we were ready!). We had been saving my wife’s income
for 9 months; we had been given bassinette, clothes, toys, nappies, books, blankets, baths and so on by generous friends and
family as well as hours and hours of well meaning advice. My
current sponsor had just had a baby and my previous sponsor had
had two babies during the time I was with him.
All set right? . . Hmmmm . . .
To say the last six months have been life changing would be the
understatement of the century and a ridiculous cliché. I was lucky
enough to be able to deliver my son into the world. I guided his
head and then body out and then lifted him to pass him up to his
mother’s chest. From that moment I have been overwhelmingly
in love. This has been one of the major ways having a child has
affected my recovery. For the past few years I have been committing over and over again to get more involved in other people’s
lives and to let them get more involved in mine, to get more involved in the ‘Unity’ of the fellowship. Every year when I attend
events such as the Manning Great Lakes Spirit of Unity weekend
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at Forster or the Far North Coast convention in Byron Bay I commit to making more friends in the fellowship, I have found this so
so hard however. Somewhere deep inside me some part of me is
a block of ice and the thaw is slow.
Seeing my son come into the world, holding him in my arms, bathing him, changing him, kissing him, it broke me, it has put the
flame to that block of ice. It hasn’t changed things overnight but
it has opened me up to open up in a way that wasn’t possible
before.
From the first night I announced my little man’s arrival to the fellowship, members have been there for me. He was born on a
Thursday afternoon and by Friday night I was in my home group
in Gosford. I was asked to share and I told all of you that the day
before my son had come into the world and the room just erupted,
it was powerful. Since then I have become aware of the bonds
between parents, how one recovering addict parent will help another. I’ve been able to let people in to help me, and I’ve been
able to more honestly share how I’ve been going.
My son coming into my life has obviously affected my recovery in
other areas too. I’ve always been a strong supporter of parents
bringing their kids to meetings if they need to, even really noisy
ones who run around screaming. I never realized though what
it’s like to actually be at a meeting with my kid. It’s bloody hard
to concentrate! Even when he’s sleeping it’s hard. Even on those
occasions where my wife and I both go to the same meeting it’s
hard. So my meetings have reduced no doubt. The only meeting
I commit to is my home group. Even if my wife and son are there
at that meeting I’m there for me, whilst at other meetings we go to
together sometimes childcare is more my responsibility.
Other aspects of recovery suffer too. Some days even when I have
time to journal or do some writing on my Steps it’s impossible because he’s crying or I’m so sleep deprived I can only stare at the
page. Some days I will get a phone call from a friend or a peer or a
newcomer or a sponsee and it’s tough because the little bloke is in
my arms wailing like I’ve stuck a pin in him. So adjustments need
to be made. The changes he has brought into my life though, the
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way he has re-awakened my ability to love and be loved . . .
I don’t know what I’d do without him and the new relationship with
my wife.
My cousin said to me the other day (since my boy has come into
the family she has changed her views on having kids and now
wants one)
“Dave, I’ve heard of people regretting not having kids, I’ve never
heard of someone regretting having them.”
For me, no regrets, only joy . . .
David K.
NSW Central Coast

Be Y
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Step 12 – Alive and Well, Thank God!
I am an addict who has returned from a relapse that lasted almost
8 years, after having 2 years clean. For anyone interested, my relapse was worse than my first 15 years of using, though I probably
did not use even near as much as the first time around. I followed
the progression of the disease as outlined in our own literature Gaols/Jails, Institutions and Death - with psych admissions becoming a very regular occurrence, and attempted suicide and suicidal
thinking my norm.
I wanted to be different. I “did not have a problem with Alcohol”. I did
not want to be an Addict. I walked out the doors and into Hell. During this Hell/Relapse, I could not even stop using while locked up in
psych hospitals. During one of my last admissions I was shooting
speed at night, and receiving ECT (Shock Treatment) in the mornings. “Why do I still feel suicidal?” I would ask myself.
In my final admission, I was drinking and smoking dope every day
while on escorted walks, with a using friend. Not able to stop, not
wanting to live and finding comfort in planning my suicide, I was
lost, hopeless, afraid, and in my mind, better off dead. My using
friend’s mother, to whom I will be ever in debt, knew of my problems
(not the using in hospital though) and brought in some literature
from the web on rehabs and had included the NA phoneline number
unintentionally.
In utter desperation I called. No person was on to answer but I left
a message. I called again and left another message. Then the next
day a call back. The women who called (I can’t remember her name
but she saved my life, I thank you!!) talked to me for a bit while I
explained I needed help. She was from a different area but knew
someone who knew someone from the area I was in who would call
me back. She gave me hope. Later that day, Thursday 11 September 2008, a man from the area I was in called. We talked for a while
and he told me I did not have to use, that there was hope and that
I did not have to hurt my self any more. He organised to visit me in
the hospital on the Saturday. I did not use that day, or the next.
When the Saturday comes around and he visits, I use my leave to
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go for coffee with him (I was not allowed out alone) and we talked. I
told him my story, and shared my fear and hopelessness. It was the
first time I had been honest about these things in years. He shared
with me and told me I did not have to use, and organised to take
me to a meeting that day. I did not use that day. The area I was in
and which the meeting was in, was nowhere near where I spent my
first recovery. I hoped I would not have to face anyone I knew from
that time as I was so full of shame and guilt and expecting rejection.
Yet out the front of this meeting were two men I knew from my first
recovery..... I was scared but they welcomed me with open arms,
love and genuine pleasure at seeing me come back. They talked to
me and listened to my madness and they still loved me anyway.
I was asked to share and did. I cried in my pain and my fear and
members embraced me after the meeting, telling me I was welcomed and I did not have to use again, that I did not have to be
alone anymore. That I was safe. After that meeting I did not use
again. The man who came to visit arranged to take me to another
meeting on the Sunday, and other members took me to meetings
every day while I was still in hospital if the first member was unable
to.
I have done a meeting a day since then, and am now in a Treatment/
Halfway environment and have all those people from this story in
my life today. Step 12 asks us to carry the message to the Addict
who still suffers and these people not only carried that message but
embodied it. They were to me a glowing example of how the program works; they lived the program. The first part of Step 12 tells
us “to practice these principles in all our affairs” and these people
did. I thank them from the bottom of my heart. To these people and
the many more I have met since then, I have only gratitude - you
all saved my life.
I love what I have in my life today - it is so far removed from where I
was just a few months ago. Thanks to the simple message that Just
for Today – I don’t have to use, and the willingness to share what
they have received, I am Alive and Clean Today.
Scott G.
Parramatta
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Resentments Can Kill You
When I first heard this statement in a meeting I thought that it was a
bit over the top. I continued to hear it and then heard that we needed
to pray for the person we had a resentment with. When I became
aware of how much resentment filled my head space, I couldn’t see
that this would work. I also could not see my part in these resentments and didn’t until I worked through the steps.
One day I was running through a resentment with my Aunt and only
saw my side of the situation. I was really pissed off at her and today
I can’t even remember why. What I do remember is going to close
the heavy metal garage door and I was so in my head with anger
that I slammed the door down onto it and almost knocked myself out.
It was a cathartic moment as the words “Resentments can kill you”
flashed through my head. I stopped and prayed for her. I prayed for
her wellbeing and happiness, not for her to stop being a pain in the
arse. It worked.
I did go through the steps shortly after this and started to see my
victimisation issues and my part in the circumstances throughout my
life. I relapsed several times over the next two or three years and
continued to have resentments and not pray about them that I can
recall. When I got clean this time I went to rehab interstate. I was
having some issues with one of the women in the house and couldn’t
see my part in it. We had been on kitchen duty together for a week
and were barely speaking to each other. I had to move rooms and I
was packing up my stuff with a head full of resentment towards her.
I went to pull my suitcase off the top of the cupboard and wacked
myself self on the head again. Déjà vu! So I prayed for her. I swear
within minutes she appeared at my door and apologised. So did I.
I have learnt about many things in recovery the hard way and I am
always surprised when people say they get this or that from the floor
when they are in early recovery. It took me four and half years to get
the Higher Power thing, two years to get that obsession comes in
many forms and the list goes on. The one thing I did get was “to keep
coming back” and I’ve always done plenty of meetings. I also believe
that if we don’t give back what we are freely given we lose it.
Sue B.
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The Spiritual Path of NA
I believe that on the spiritual path of NA it is critically important to
avoid certain things. Some of these are bitterness, anger, harsh
judgement, and finger pointing. I’m not saying that you can’t go on
for a long time managing these things and getting away with them,
but in the end, you’ll almost certainly pay the price. I have been
clean long enough to have seen a multitude of people come and
go through the rooms. I know in the other fellowship they say that
resentment is the great killer. Those who cannot or do not guard
against these unfortunate traits listed above end up alone and
separated from the very people that will save their lives.
Anger and resentment are like infections. If not resolved or softened they can spread and can be become contagious. There is
a tendency to respond to high emotion with high emotion. Hurt
people hurt people and all those other clichés. When someone
tells you to go and get #&%* the most common innate response
is to give it back. I think it is very important that when the anger
or resentment comes, or when people are mean to you or reject
you or don’t give you what you want, that we put active effort into
resolving things with our fellow addicts instead of starting disputes
or waging wars. It says in the introduction to our Basic Text that
“we have learned, painfully, that internal strife cripples our Fellowship; it prevents us from providing the services necessary for
growth”.
We are never going to be happy with everything or everyone in
our community; so generally speaking, we need to accept people
for who they are. If there are people who cannot keep up, that is
OK. If there are people who cannot contribute the same amount
as others, that is OK; If there are those who are ungenerous or a
little cold, or unappreciative or selfish, that is OK. We are on the
path of self-improvement, or most of us are at least having a go
at it. Not all of us have the same abilities or potentials, so lets be
easy on each other and soften the future for us all. There is little
worse than walking into a meeting and feeling the discomfort of
unresolved tensions, turmoil or division; people you are afraid to
see or who are infighting or feel you are intimidated by.
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Meetings should be a safe place, a sanctuary from the madness
of life outside. The fellowship should be a safe place. Anger and
tension should always try to be resolved rather than to let fester
and turn into nastiness in the rooms. Anything that stops someone
wanting to enter the rooms can’t be a good thing. I currently have
resentment and for my part, I will commit to imparting love to those
I resent for the next year. This is my resolution.
Gretchen C.

My Gratitude Speaks...
I’m a grateful addict, clean today thanks to NA and a power greater than myself (GOD or “Good Orderly Direction”), the steps, a
sponsor, and meetings. Within 6 months I had come to believe
that prayer was the master key, and with active listening and humility (asking for help) on board I was well on my way to this thing
called recovery.
My sponsor drilled me about how important it was to develop a
solid foundation of recovery and why Steps 1, 2, and 3 are so important. Prior to the process of Steps 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 (spiritual
surgery as he called it), he consistently talked about procrastination and denial and where that can lead to.
The compulsion to use had been removed and I believe that was
an act of God. In order for that to happen, a complete surrender
took place and that meant becoming open to what was on offer in
NA - Service, Steps, Prayer, Sponsor, and Meetings.
Service became a huge part of my recovery in all different areas,
and that alone helped me to learn about fear and resentments.
Around 4 years clean I realised that service was the alternate vehicle that enabled me to develop this passion and love for Narcotics Anonymous.
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It didn’t take me long to accept and understand about secondary addictions. That’s when I knew I had the choice to make that
commitment, to put in what action I needed to in order to recover,
knowing that it wasn’t going to happen overnight. One of those
addictions has tormented me from as early as the age of 7 years
old. I won’t go in to it here but I will say that over the years I’ve
shared with my sponsor, at men’s meetings and with peers and
learnt how to become vulnerable.
Work addiction has been a pleasant challenge compared to those
using days. Becoming manageable, responsible and cleaning
up the mess I’d created has enabled me to have the freedom to
travel, and get all those external things that I know won’t fill that
emptiness inside. At 6 years clean with most of my fantasies now
a reality (externals) I had this moment when I saw my ego for what
it was and continued to feel that powerlessness to control it.
The last year has been a process of letting go of that level of
commitment within the fellowship and focusing on what is most
important for my recovery. I’d got to this place where I felt that
professional help outside NA was the way to go. It’s painful and
uncomfortable, but this weekly process for the past 4 months has
enabled me to start to feel and not act out. It’s scary and I’ve got
to this place which my therapist calls the crossroads - the choice
I have is simple really, continue to turn my will over to the care of,
at this point, therapy or deny myself recovery.
In the past 9 months or so there are a few things I know I cannot
afford to let go of - at least 2 meetings a week, home group, sponsees, area service - and there are the things I must let go of - ego
& old behaviour. I do believe that in God’s time we do recover - or
we can just stay clean. I love everything about Narcotics Anonymous and the life it allows me to live.

Anonymous
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What You Say….
….is not always what you mean. Take NA meetings for example.
Now I know we’re all supposed to be sharing honestly but sometimes I think there’s more going on. To help you decipher the true
meaning of those shares, here are some examples…

What They Say

What They Mean

And I’ll just end on this…

Prepare to go into resentment
time

Around this time we do a round
the room ID…

Time for smokes everyone

I’ve had a really rough time
lately

I WANT TO USE DRUGS!!!

I was around when NA first got
started…

You guys have got it easy

You don’t have to like everyone I don’t like anyone in the rooms
in the rooms
I’m finding it hard to concentrate in meetings lately

You all bore me

I’ve been around this fellowship
for a long time

I’ve relapsed more times than
you can count

A hand cleaning up would be
greatly appreciated

You bastards never do nothing!
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When I first got clean I was
obsessed with money

I dealt drugs in recovery

I’ve had a few inappropriate
relationships in recovery

I’ve slept with lots of newcomers

I’m feeling a bit disconnected
from the fellowship

I can’t be f!*#?d doing meetings

I used for a really long time

I no longer feel the obsession
or compulsion to use
I used to have anger issues
I have learnt to hide the fact
This meeting has some service positions vacant at the
moment

You guys are pussies! You
wouldn’t know a real addict
if one came up and punched
you in the face!!!

I just have the obsession and
compulsion to do everything
else!
I want to tell you all to F!*#k
Off!

I’m sick of being the secretary
AND the treasurer AND the
GSR AND…

I did a lot of meetings when I
first got clean

I had nothing else to do! Nothing!

I don’t like to talk about my
Higher Power

I have no clue…none…could
be a freakin’ tree for all I
know…

I used a lot of speed

I used to hear voices

I haven’t used any of these
new drugs that are around
these days

I’m so old….sigh…
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Promoting an Atmosphere of Recovery:
Protecting Vulnerable Members and Ensuring NA
Meetings are a Safe Place
The February 2009 Australian Regional Service Committee (RSC) of Narcotics Anonymous held a special session to discuss the issue of predatory
behaviour at NA meetings. This is when an NA member takes advantage
of other members in various ways, such as:
•
•
•

Sexual harassment and sexual assault
Threats and acts of violence
Drug dealing

Each group has but one primary purpose, to carry the message to the
addict who still suffers. For a group to carry the message, an atmosphere
of recovery is essential and it is the responsibility of members to maintain
that atmosphere. Predatory behaviour can make NA meetings unsafe for
vulnerable members and therefore the group’s primary purpose is not
fulfilled.
The first tradition – our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends upon NA unity – and the third tradition – the only requirement for membership is a desire to stop using – need to be kept in mind.
The results of the discussion held at the RSC came up with some ideas
for dealing with predatory behaviour quickly at the group level. Several
simple ideas which groups might like to consider are:
•
•

•
•
•

Talk to other group members and raise the matter at a 		
group conscience meeting. Take care that you have facts 		
and are not just passing on rumours.
Two or more group members raise the concern with the
member suspected of this behaviour. Listen to their side
of the matter. Let them know the group conscience will
not tolerate predatory behavior, in keeping with 		
the first tradition.
If this is not effective, group members may wish to raise 		
the concern with the member’s sponsor, if known.
Make sure other members stay with the member suspected of predatory behaviour whenever he or she is talking
to vulnerable new members.
Group members could raise their concerns with any
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•
•

•

members they think may be at risk from the member
suspected of predatory behaviour.
If members are targeted or threatened, they need to
know they can speak to the group secretary or other
group members.
Under no circumstances should members resort to
vigilante action and use threats or violence to try to solve 		
the problem. This would be against the spirit of the
Fellowship and could result in a worse problem.
In certain situations groups may need to notify the police. 		
The rules of society do not stop at the door of an NA
meeting – behaviour that is unacceptable or illegal
outside an NA meeting is unacceptable or illegal inside
an NA meeting.

Groups may also wish to read a statement if the atmosphere of recovery
at the meeting is suffering due to predatory behaviour by a member or
members. Some groups are reading out various adaptations of the statement on page 11 of the Basic Text below, and some have added “weapons, violence and threats of violence, and that no dealing or recruitment
for the purposes of dealing occur at any meeting”, or variations. Groups
may also wish to suggest that any members affected by these issues at
the meeting may speak to a group member or that any members with
drugs or paraphernalia leave the meeting to dispose of them and then
return:
We want our place of recovery to be a safe place, free from outside influences. For the protection of the Fellowship, we insist that no drugs or drug
paraphernalia be brought to any meeting. (BT, p 11)

Older cleaner members and trusted servants such as secretaries and
area committee members, as well as members in general, have a responsibility to help protect vulnerable members. We need to do everything we
can within the traditions to ensure newcomers and older cleaner members alike know an NA meeting is a safe place.
For more information, see:
•
•

“Disruptive and Violent Behaviour” Service Pamphlet No. 		
2204
“The Group Booklet”, Revised; http://www.na.org/pdf/lit		
files/us_english/Booklet/Group%20Booklet.pdf
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What Keeps Me Going to Meetings
I have always done a heap of meetings – I enjoy them. I love the
identification with my own kind, the humour and the sadness. I get
strength and courage from hearing the stories of other addicts –
listening to them going through hardships and staying clean. This
helps me survive challenges that life throws up, and by connecting
with others, I am more able to connect with myself.
Addicts have a disease with many faces, including those of forgetfulness and of self-centredness. I can get so into my head that
I could completely forget that I am an addict – a sure fire way for
past to become my future.
I need constant reinforcement – reminders that I can’t do any
drugs, alcohol included. As a part of my life I sometimes mix with
drinkers. I have, at a neighborhood pre-Xmas party, started to
drink from the wrong glass. I remembered you can’t bust by mistake because I attend meetings regularly. While my head said,
‘Drink it Sue’, the choice was clear. One way lay the path of relapse and addiction, the other of recovery. The decision was easy
to make – the drink easy to walk away from.
When I know I am going to go through anything major, for example
major surgery, I pick my meetings up. This gives me enough credit
in my bank to help me survive being given narcotics after an operation. I have been able to say to the nurse, ‘Actually, you know
the pain is much better today. I don’t think I need any more.’ Let
me tell you, those words don’t come from my brain – it only knows
more! In my addiction I looked forward to surgery because I liked
anaesthetics - total nothingness. Now I care if I wake up and I
care if I relapse!
Apart from needing constant reinforcement, reminders that I can’t
do any drugs, I also need to get away from self. I can get
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so into my head that if feels like I have a giant pumpkin on my
shoulders instead of a head. Just by listening to someone else
share, the pumpkin starts to shrink until I become myself again.
Welcome people! Welcome life! Part of the human race again.
A much better place for me than locked in my mind with my heart
back in the deep freeze.
In cleantime I have developed a taste for traveling. I have attended NA meetings all round the world. I love connecting with other
addicts and it gives me access to a special insider’s view of other
cultures – so much better than being just a tourist.
I have had low points in recovery – life on life’s terms means we
have to face difficult and challenging periods as well as the as
good times. Because of meetings, I have stayed in the game in
which so much is possible as long as I am clean and working my
program.
Though I’ve been around a fair while now, I still attend meetings
about 3 times a week – sometimes more. I know I go a little off
quite quickly without them. I become angry and less tolerant and
lose perspective. The only times I haven’t gone regularly have
been when I have been somewhere without meetings. Literature
and tapes have had to do but I love getting back, particularly to my
home group and the other meetings I regularly attend.
Sue H. Sydney
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Looking Through the Right Lense
When I was new, saying the Serenity Prayer was about all I
could do to get through a day until I could get to one of my nightly meetings. A couple of those meetings had signs that said,
“The measure of a man’s anxiety is the measure of his distance
from God.” Instead of feeling comforted by that, I was thinking it
was one more thing to feel anxious about, being far from God. I
don’t have much of that now but it isn’t entirely gone. I just figure
that nobody sits in God’s lap. Feeling a bit of anxiety is probably
just something humans do.
I see living in the now as related to getting out of the universe,
a place that is too crowded anyway. Living somewhere near its
edge and dealing only with what is in front of me right now is a
lot easier than feeling responsible for what has and will happen
all over.
A while back, I got to thinking that I was getting really close to
being able to enjoy each moment as it comes along, but lately
there have been little unproductive thought loops going around
in my head about my finances and why I am the only player at
the local lawn bowls club who hasn’t been asked to play in a
Saturday competition for almost three months. My head keeps
reassuring me that neither is really a problem but my emotions
don’t really believe that.
I have long understood that what happens to me doesn’t get
me into trouble, but my reactions and over-reactions can and
sometimes do. I don’t see my problems as the real problems
which are my attitudes toward them. It is trying to find and truly
accept healthy attitudes that can get a bit frustrating at times. I
can even get frustrated about getting frustrated, getting bogged
down in an obsession with self-analysis.
Some years ago, when 90% of my life was going well, I would
focus 90% of my attention on the 10% that wasn’t, get a bit pes-
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simistic and see the good stuff turning sour as well. That doesn’t
happen now, but that tendency can still reappear at times if I
don’t keep myself grounded in reality, maintain my trust in God
and stay in the here and now.
It is easy to say that it is none of my business what other people
think of me. My mind is clear on that and even sees it as obvious, but it can still be hard to get my emotions to agree.
I have often had to remind myself that is it life that happens, not
the brown smelly stuff, and that it only stinks when my attitudes
are off, but it can sometimes take a while to find the right attitudes and hope that my feelings about things follow, as I can’t
do much about them directly.
Jim in Tasmania
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So You Want to Open a Meeting?
Since I’ve started attending Regional Service Committee meetings and heard all the reports from the Areas in Australia, I’ve
noticed that while the circumstances in each Area are different,
there are enough Areas struggling to keep all their meetings going that it’s noticeable.
There are common complaints; that meetings struggle and
close, that the numbers just aren’t there or that support is lacking. While this is no doubt due to a complex set of reasons, it
has made me wonder whether sometimes we rush in to setting up new meetings without considering everything we should.
Just because there’s a gap in the schedule – do we have to fill
it?
People often look at a meetings list and say “Look! There’s no
meeting on Wednesday night! Let’s start a meeting.” Maybe
the reason there’s no meeting on Wednesday night is because
there aren’t enough members to sustain that many meetings? It
needs to be considered what the effect might be on other meetings if a new one opens. Wednesday might work out great but
Tuesday and Friday have trouble making rent.
Do we have the numbers?
Often when a new meetings starts up, I have observed that usually there is one person who is really keen to start the meeting
and then there is a nebulous group of people who say “sure, I’ll
go if it opens”. When it comes to actually going, well they’re not
always as keen as they seemed. Or the enthusiasm can wane
over time. It is a wonderful thing that in recovery we get busy but
that can also mean that it’s hard to increase our commitment to
the various meetings we attend.
How far is too far?
What strikes me about this is that often the person starting the
new meeting is starting it because it’s close to where they live,
which is understandable. It can be hard to spend time driving
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to a meeting that’s far away and that’s maybe not at the most convenient time for you. But if this is the reason for starting meeting
then the person initiating it needs to be prepared to really support
the meeting, recognizing that they may wind up being the only
person there some times. I know of people in small towns who do
this and accept that this is how it is. They don’t get upset when
people don’t show because the purpose of the meeting is to have
somewhere for addicts in need to go to if they need.
Are we relying on an outside source?
Sometimes a particular meeting might be set up because there is
a rehab that is willing to attend. But this may change further down
the track. Is the group willing to carry the meeting if circumstances
change? The attendance, or not, of a rehab can hugely affect both
the atmosphere and the finances of a meetings. Which leads us
to…
Can we afford it?
I know this is a delicate topic but finances do need to be taken
into account when deciding whether or not to open a meeting. Or
rather, when choosing a venue. In my Area it is now almost impossible to find affordable venues in the city centre and yet from
a transport perspective, this is where many meetings need to be.
It may be that group members need to be prepared to support the
meeting financially as well as through attendance and sharing.
This is only a brief attempt to look at some of the issues and I
know that in some Areas, the demand for meetings is growing not
falling. I also know that there are many reasons for numbers at
meetings, and in the fellowship overall, going up and down. But
I hope I’ve given you something to think about the next time you
think – hey, I wanna open a meeting! And please remember – the
primary purpose is always to carry the message to the addict who
still suffers - I’m just saying sometimes it pays to think of the fellowship as a whole and what is the best way we can do that.
Caroline M
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Carrying the Message to Indigenous Addicts
Twenty five years of living in the loneliness of addiction and twenty
two years in recovery have certainly served as an apprenticeship
for my life today, particularly as defined by the 12th Step. If I had
to point to any Step in our program, it is the miracle of the twelfth
that has mostly delivered me from those exhausting ‘obsessions
of self’.
More recently, presence in our 12th has brought me into spiritual
contact with our Indigenous brothers and sisters. For me, loneliness and the principle of one addict working with another was
never more evidenced by sitting and talking to WA Noongars from
rehabilitation centres in metropolitan Perth. Expatriated from their
remote northern Kimberly family connections; disempowered by
addiction, to be then totally alone with a new and confusing language of recovery in a strange metro environment.
These experiences were to remain as subliminally residual until
attending the NAWS World Wide Workshop in January 2008. As
RCM for WA at the time, I must have felt that this workshop was to
be somehow significant and I excitedly encouraged WANA to get
involved in this ‘one-off’ World Service opportunity. Out of 300-350
NA-NAs attending, 18 WANA members managed to get there and
gratified by that, in my mind, the mission had been accomplished.
That was until the World Service conducted a ‘self inventory’ on
what we as a Fellowship needed to do better. By an overwhelming
vote, the majority of NA-OZ attending recognized our inability to
reach Indigenous Australians. Suddenly, previous WA experiences
were no longer subliminal; before I knew it, my hand was up.
My life in recovery continues in Regional service, and further to relocation, now as RCM-Victoria and Co-ordinator of the CTM (Carrying the Message) to Indigenous Addicts Project. This exciting
phase of my recovery has taken me out of my middle class ‘white
fellah’ world and introduced me to a collaborative of ‘Spiritual Koori
Cousins’. For the writer, an amazing learning process, still very
much in progress.
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After thousands of kilometres on road-show, NA Conventions, RSC
attendances, several litres of coffee over table chats from Melbourne to the Northern Rivers of NSW, countless emails, rewrites
guided by a Higher Power (not of my understanding) we move ever
closer to how we best task the Group Conscience of our Fellowship
(to anthropologically over 250 different mobs) throughout Oz. I need
to add personal thanks to all of those interested and participating
NA-NA members across the country.
As a retired Marketing Director (yet another blessing) I am still not
without opportunism and to this end, would invite input to our first
Indigenous NA Pamphlet (not yet approved). If you are an NA member in recovery, have connections to, and/or are of Indigenous descent, then ‘as cousins in recovery’ you are welcomed to join me on
this rewarding journey. To that end, I can be contacted by email on;
rsc_rcm_victoria@yahoo.com.au
Alan W. Victoria
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Please Listen to What I’m not Saying
Don’t be fooled by me. Don’t be fooled by the mask I wear. For I wear a
mask. I wear a thousand masks, that I am afraid to take off; and none of
them are me.
I give you the impression I am secure, that confidence is my name and
coolness is my game. The water is calm and I’m in command and that I
need nobody. But don’t believe me please.
My surface may seem smooth, but beneath I dwell in confusion, in fear,
in aloneness. I try to hide this. I panic at the thought of my weakness and
fear being exposed. That’s why I frantically create a mood to hide behind, a
nonchalant sophisticated façade to shield me from the glance that knows.
But such a glance is my salvation and I know it.
It’s the only thing that can assure me of acceptance and love. I’m afraid
that you’ll think less of me, that you’ll laugh. Laughter would kill me. So I
play my game, my desperate pretending game, assurance outside and a
trembling child within. So my life becomes a front. I idly chatter to you in
suave surface tones. I tell you everything that is nothing and nothing of
what’s crying within me. So when I go into my routine, do not be fooled by
what I am saying. Please listen carefully to hear what I am not saying.
I dislike this superficial, phoney game I’m playing. I’d like to be genuine
and spontaneous and me. You’ve got yo hold out your hand even when
it seems I don’t want you to. Only you can call me into aliveness. Each
time you are kind and gentle and encouraging, each time you try to understand because you really care, my heart begins to grow wings, small
wings, feeble wings.
I want you to know how important you are to me. How you can be a creator
of the person that is me if you choose to. But it is not easy for you. A long
conviction of worthlessness builds strong walls.
The nearer you approach me the blinder I may strike back. It is irrational. I
fight against the very things I cry out for, but I am told that love is stronger
than walls, and therein lays my hope.
Please try to beat down those firm walls, with firm but gentle hands.
(from an anonymous member, NA Today, 1988)
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Removing a Barrier
Walking through my front door is easier today, thanks to the work I
am putting into my recovery through NA.
Three weeks into my recovery, a friend came to my flat to help me
rearrange my space. As we entered the front door, it bashed against
the heavy bench, which I had placed there. I had put it there a long
time before in case of unwanted intruders.
The likely scenario would have been another crew of detectives with
a warrant, making their way in with guns drawn, regardless of locks,
blocks, doors or “Hold On”. I figured the bench would give me, my
using partner, or whoever else happened to be there at the time, a
few desperate moments to do whatever we had to do.
Having moved the bench felt really good. When I walk into my flat today, the door doesn’t bash against something heavy and the bench
space has become very useful in food preparation in my kitchen (as
I do eat now). In the place where the bench was there is a space for
a chair, great for visitors and the door opens all the way.
All these benefits of simply moving a barrier have become metaphors in my life today. I am grateful to my friend who helped me to
remove a constant reminder of the dangers I faced daily in my active
addiction. A threat reduced to virtually nil by staying clean one day
at a time. And I am glad for the extra bench space in my kitchen.
Tim Mc

This is our message:
that an addict, any addict,
can stop using drugs,
lose the desire to use, and
find a new way to live
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Sur vey of Australian NA Members
Please fill in our online survey. To do this, go to www.na.org.au
The link “Survey for Australian NA members” is the last button on
the list on the left hand side titled Main Menu.
Thank you for helping the Australian NA fellowship by taking a few
minutes to fill out this survey. The 36 questions take around 5-10
minutes to complete.
Our aim is to gather statistics in an effort to improve our Public
Information services. These statistics will help us by providing further evidence to health professionals and others who might refer
people to NA of the program’s effectiveness. They will also help
our service committees to better plan public relations efforts, and
provide data for a new “Membership Survey” pamphlet.
The Australian Region of NA last conducted a membership survey in 2006. The Australian Regional Service Committee has approved the use of this new survey, which is to be offered online
for the first time to reach more members. The 2007 online world
survey reached 13,500 members - doubling the result. The survey
questions are based on the world membership survey and the previous Australian surveys.
THE SURVEY IS COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS - no names are
used. We cannot identify you in any way personally and only collective results will be distributed. All questions are OPTIONAL.
Some questions have been included so that we can compare our
results to standard surveys conducted by other organisations.
Please fill out the survey online via this link on the Australian NA
website if possible, as results are then automatically calculated. It
will be available on line for several months.
Paper copies of the survey will be available through Area Service
Committees and Groups in late February/early March 2009.
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Please return completed paper copy surveys to the Chair, Public
Relations, Australian Regional Service Committee via your Group
Service Representative and Area Service Committee, or post or
fax to the Fellowship Service Office at 1st Floor, 204 King Street,
Newtown, NSW 2042. Fax (02) 9519 7554.
If you have any questions about the survey, please contact the
Australian Regional Service Committee Public Relations Chair via
regionalpi@na.org.au
Once again, thank you for helping the fellowship by filling out this
survey.

www.na.org.au
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Gold Coast Area
Convention
“NA WORLD”
Recovery on the Gold Coast
18, 19 & 20 September
2009

“Camp Serenity”
Log Cabin Huts
3360 Nerang Murwillumbah Rd
Natural Bridge
Nestled in the beutiful hinterland
of Queenslands Gold Coast.
This is the perfect location for
our annual “Camp Serenity”

24, 25 & 26 July
2009

Make sure
you get
your Ads
and
flyers in
early, put
up onto the
web page
and sent in
to the NA
Today if you
want them
published
Send all advertising material to
rsc_natodayworks_chair@yahoo.com.au
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